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of neurons and their connections, the glia cells that support and feed neurons, and blood
gene mapping in laboratory mammals
This Perspective on crop genomics discusses the promises of new technologies and approaches to help minimize
food insecurity and to lay the foundation for sustainable agricultural systems needed to

stimulating environments boost the brain; now scientists have found the genes responsible
Early in human development, during the first trimester of gestation, a fetus may have XX or XY chromosomes that
indicate its sex. Yet at this stage a mass of cells known as the bipotential gonad that

advancing crop genomics from lab to field
Developing wheat varieties that flourish in the field while delivering value to consumers is a team effort that
involves 10 different federal and state researchers and extension educators working coll

researchers describe the key facet of sexual determination in mammalian models
A family of proteins that sense mechanical force--and enable our sense of touch and many other important bodily
functions--also are essential for proper root growth in some plants, according to a

gene screening speeds improved wheat traits
Researchers at the Garvan Institute of Medical Research have for the first time mapped the unique genetic profile
of osteocytes.

force-sensing piezo proteins are at work in plants, too
Cross-species comparison and manipulation of organoids. Abstract: While mechanisms of embryonic development
are well conserved among m

new genetic map expands understanding of skeletal disease
Research led by the Garvan Institute of Medical Research has for the first time mapped the unique genetic profile
of the skeleton's 'master regulator' cells, known as osteocytes.

department seminar: synthetic developmental biology: cross-species comparison and manipulation of
organoids
The pangolin has the unhappy distinction of being the world’s most trafficked wild mammal. But a project in
KwaZulu-Natal is hoping to improve the outlook for

new map reveals genes that control the skeleton
MIT researchers generated what they describe as the most complete gene annotation of the SARS-CoV-2 genome.
They confirmed several protein-coding genes and found a few others that had been suggested

pangolin conservation in south africa
UC Berkeley researchers identified genes showing repeated patterns of parallel adaptive evolution in North
American house mice.

a comprehensive map of the sars-cov-2 genome
MIT researchers have determined the virus’ protein-coding gene set and analyzed new mutations’ likelihood of
helping the virus adapt. In early 2020, a few months after the Covid-19 pandemic began,

uc berkeley study finds parallel evolution in north american house mice
In collaboration with the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, a University of Maryland (UMD) researcher co-published a
large-scale study examining the genetic diversity of mangroves over more than 1,800 miles

mit’s comprehensive map of the sars-cov-2 genome and analysis of nearly 2,000 covid mutations
Visually, they are hardly distinguishable, according to LOEWE Centre for Translational Biodiversity Genomics
scientists, who carried out the genetic analyses.

umd studies mangrove genetic diversity in africa to conserve centers of biodiversity
The study published today in Nature Communications outlines the genes that are switched on or off in osteocytes,
a type of bone cell that controls how other types of cells make or break down parts of

four distinct species of giraffe, not one, identified by scientists
Visually, they are hardly distinguishable, according to LOEWE Centre for Translational Biodiversity Genomics
scientists, who carried out the genetic analyses.

study: new map reveals genes that control the skeleton
In early 2020, a few months after the Covid-19 pandemic began, scientists were able to sequence the full genome
of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes

a tall story: scientists confirm there are four distinct species of giraffe, not just one - and they're as
different as brown and polar bears
designboom spoke with laura splan about creating mesmerizing meditations to momentarily transcended the
coronavirus and its effects.

a comprehensive map of sars-cov-2 genome
The mosquitoes are being released as part of an experiment to help combat a disease-transmitting local species,
according to Oxitec, the company behind the project.

finding beauty in biological systems: laura splan on animating the alienating science of the pandemic
Over half a billion people depend on coral reefs for food, income, and protection, but climate change and pollution
threaten to decimate coral populations.

nearly 150,000 gene-hacked mosquitoes to be unleashed in florida
Brain health depends on a robust vasculature, but because of the difficulty of isolating vascular cells, researchers
still know little about these cell types or how they might change in diseases such

cellular mapping of coral could help save reefs — new study
Stimulating environments are better for mental health and cognition because they boost the growth and function

map of human vascular expression highlights its potential role in alzheimer’s
A Cornell scientist analyzed DNA in NASA's JPL clean rooms where spacecraft are built and found a organisms
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that can attach to metal and survive the harsh trip to Mars.

attached to the perseverance rover and survived harsh trip to the red planet ...
Love is in the air this spring in the eastern United States, where billions of cicadas will soon appear in the biggest
emergence event since 2004. The inse

organisms in nasa's clean rooms may have already contaminated mars
Researchers have grown the first human-monkey hybrid embryos as well as mouse embryos in artificial wombs
late into development. These biomedical breakthroughs raise different ethical quandaries.

trillions of cicadas about to emerge in 15 us states
This spring brings the much-publicized emergence of a group of cicadas known as Brood X, which hasn't been
seen above ground since 2004. Think of it as the Cicada Olympics. Brood X is one of the

lab–grown embryos and human–monkey hybrids: medical marvels or ethical missteps?
All of the mammals in ZOO Antwerpen and ZOO Planckendael are officially free of Covid-19, the zoos proudly
announced on Thursday. While a nice headline, it begs the question of how did they do it?

cicada chasers: meet the citizen scientists mapping the bugs of brood x
A recent spate of deaths in the region has caused concern, but scientists say it may not be a sign of catastrophe

lions don’t like nasal swabs: flemish zoo mammals are covid free
On a Central Kentucky hillside, over a thousand American white oak stand in neat rows, just barely towering over
nearby blades of grass.

why do dead whales keep washing up in san francisco?
To prove that fish ingestion of microplastics is more than just an ocean story and more than just a modern story,
Loren Hou used an unusual technique. Transporting the digestive tracts of four

how this tree can yield better kentucky bourbon in future
Sharks are the ocean's world travellers, and now scientists have found they use the Earth's magnetic fields to
navigate.

fish guts on the red line: chicagoan was transporting specimens for a study showing the long history of
microplastics in freshwater species
From the plains of Serengeti to the mountains of Wyoming, wildlife herds are facing threats to critical migration
routes. But maps created by the

sharks use earth's magnetic fields as a map when making long-distance migrations, scientists say
"So when an embryonic chicken is in the later stages of development inside the egg, it relies on the egg yolk for
energy and rapidly accumulates fat in the liver. Why that's interesting is that

uo geographers map out new conservation opportunities
Billions of cicadas will soon appear in the eastern US, the biggest emergence event since 2004. CNN's Tom
Foreman reports.

umd researchers study metabolism and liver function in embryonic chickens and hatchlings
A gene therapy that makes use of an unlikely helper, the AIDS virus, gave a working immune system to 48 babies
and toddlers who were born without one, doctors reported Tuesday. Results show that

brood x is almost here. billions of cicadas to emerge in eastern us
Interline Therapeutics, a Foresite Labs incubated company focused on systematically elucidating protein
communities to define molecular mechanisms of disease, announced today that the company has

aids virus used in gene therapy to fix ‘bubble baby’ disease
Machine learning helps some of the best microscopes to see better, work faster, and process more data. To
observe the swift neuronal signals in a fish brain, scientists have started to use a technique

interline therapeutics launches with $92 million to map and correct dysfunctional protein communities
With the rapid developments in the healthcare industry to arrest the prevalence of chronic diseases, there is an
ever-increasing need for conducting research to deliver the best medicines and drugs.

best of both worlds: artificial intelligence makes great microscopes better than ever
As a result osteocytes have been omitted from large-scale efforts to map gene-level association with either eBMD
or OA known to cause human skeletal disorders (eBMD = 36, OA = 8) Significant

animal models to gain ground in light of their efficacy in testing of vaccines and therapies for viral
epidemics, unveils fmi
The Emirati Genome Program expanded its reach with new collection centres that have been added through NMC
Healthcare's network in Abu Dhabi, following the Department of Health's (DOH) recent guidance

osteocyte transcriptome mapping identifies a molecular landscape controlling skeletal homeostasis
and susceptibility to skeletal disease
Interline Therapeutics, a San Francisco, CA-based drug discovery company, raised $92M in funding. The round
was led by Foresite Capital and ARCH Venture Partners. The company intends to use the funds

emirati genome program collaborates with nmc healthcare to open new collection centres in abu dhabi
Clear plastic bags hang from small spigots plugged into birch trunks in a mixed stand of deciduous and coniferous
trees on a hillside above the Kispiox River in northwest B.C. Denzel Sutherland-Wilson

interline therapeutics raises $92m in funding
A new study indicates São Tomé island has two species of caecilians found nowhere else on Earth. The research
adds evidence to a century-long scientific debate and reveals how volcanic activity may

seeing the forest for the trees: searching for solutions in the kispiox valley
She directed and wrote "Dead Pigs," but the film "Birds of Prey" really put her on the map, and allowed more MIT
Lincoln Laboratory named a minor planet after her. Emily has presented at

study indicates são tomé island has two species of caecilians found nowhere else on earth
Back in December, just as millions of families in Britain were preparing to embark on much-awaited Christmas
festivities, news intensified of a new Covid-19 variant that appeared to be much more

who is making asian american pacific islander history in 2021: the gma inspiration list
In the latest chapter in a decades-old pollution scandal that spawned one of the worst toxic waste sites in
America, ocean scientists said early this

how serious is uk spread of covid variant first found in india?
A Cornell scientist analyzed DNA in NASA's JPL clean rooms where spacecraft are built and found a organisms
that can attach to metal and survive the harsh trip to Mars.
have microbes hitchhiked to mars? organisms are found in nasa’s clean rooms which could have
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